
“Japan has a good understanding of the main elements of ML and TF risks, mainly based on the large number of assessments conducted. There are however a 
number of areas where the national risk assessment and other assessments could be further improved. National policies and strategies have sought to address some 
of Japan’s highest risks including virtual asset risks however these lack targeted AML CFT activities” - “Some FIs have a reasonable understanding of their ML/TF risks 
mostly in bigger banks which are identified as higher risk institutions and some MVTS. Other FIs have a limited understanding of their ML/TF risks. DNFPBs have a low 

level of understanding of MLTF risks.” Also “the main ML risks identified by Japan relate to Yakuza activities, associates and other related parties including drug 
trafficking, theft, loansharking, gambling & prostitution. Transactions involving foreigners mainly through illegal remittances & transfers & specialised fraud of different 

types from money extortion to stealing of bank accounts.” Source:  FATF 2021 MER

🇯🇵  Key Harms & Effects

Japan has exceptionally low crime 
rates, regularly placed in the top 10 

safest countries, with crime rates 
falling for the last 2 decades.

1 in 50 people or 2% of those 
surveyed in Japan stated that they 

had witnessed a case of corruption in 
the last 12 months.

1 in 9 Japanese companies (12%) 
reported run-ins with Yakuza involving 

attempts at extortion.

490 direct deaths (10,535 indirect or 
premature) & est 789,750 people 

with illegal drug use disorders (2019), 
or 0.85% of the population.

Japan has a low incidence of human 
trafficking, with 0.3 in 1,000, but still 

this gives an estimate of 
approximately 37,000 victims (2016).

🇯🇵  Key Crimes, Crime Proceeds and Laundered Monies (Wide range of estimates)

US$180 billion  
(3.6% of GDP for Proceeds of Crime 2019 - 

range 2.3 - 5.5% - mid at 3.6% (ML at 2.7% mid) 
for all countries - UNODC 2011)

US$15.4 billion 
(Up to 0.3% of GDP for ML - 0.2% Domestic, 

0.0% Foreign, 0.1% Transit - Walker & Ungar - 
2019

>US$ billions 
(Main crime threats particularly favoured by OC 

particularly the Yakuza - Source: FATF MER  
2021)

 Overall Criminality Score = 4.53/10 
(With highest criminality scores for fauna crimes (illegal wildlife crime). The highest Criminal Actor 

scores are for Mafia-Style Groups (6.5/10), Criminal Networks (5.5/10) Foreign Actors (5/10) &, State 
Embedded Actors (3/10) and overall score for Criminal Actors 5/10. Source: OC Index 2021

Cyber Criminals Terrorists Human Traffickers Organised Criminals Green Criminals 

Cybercrime is a fastest growing financial crime 
in Japan, which includes internet frauds, 

unauthorised computer access & illegal or 
harmful content, in particular child 

pornography. According to the 2020 
Cybersecurity Index, Japan is ranked 6th 

globally and 3rd in the Asia Pacific Region.  and 
scores 97.82. Japan is considered to be a 
“Developed Country with areas of relative 

strength being Legal, Cooperative, and 
Capacity Development Measures. According to 

Comparitech, US$294 million was lost in 
Japan in 2020 due to cybercrime. 

Since 2014 Japan has suffered 3 of the biggest 
virtual currency exchange hacks in history with 

US$1.066 billion estimated as stolen. 
18.6 million consumers have been a victim of 

cybercrime in Japan in the part 12 month; 
Those in Japan are least likely to have taken 

steps to hide their online footprint , with 59% 
who have taken at least on step.; 4 million 

consumers were the victim of identity theft in 
the past 12 months; and 6% of consumers in 
Japan Gell victim to a scam in the last year. 
Source: Norton 2021 Cyber Safety Insights 

Report

“Japan currently faces a low domestic terrorism 
threat relative to many countries, although it 

experienced a material terrorism threat from the 
group AumShinrikyo during the mid-1990s. 

There have been relatively few Japanese 
nationals travelling (or attempting to travel) or 
returning from conflict zones. The main risks 
identified relate to the activities of “Islamic 

Extremists” associated with the Islamic State of 
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), Al Qaida and other 
groups as well as foreign fighters. Consistent 
with Japan’s assessment, overall actual risk of 
TF appears to be relatively low. Japan has a 

limited understanding of the TF risks with the 
NPO sector. A number of Japanese NPOs 
undertake important work in higher-risk 

regions. Source: FATF MER 2021. 
 “As for international terrorist situation, ISIL calls 
on sympathizers to carry out terrorism against 
Western countries participating in the willing 

anti-ISIL coalition. Besides, AQ and related 
organizations are also calling to execute 

terrorism against the United States and other 
countries.”  

Source: NRA 2020

According to the US TIP 2021, “Japan is a major 
destination, source, & transit country for men & 

women subjected to forced labor & sex 
trafficking”, listed now as a Tier 2 Country. 
Forced labour in Japan has been reported 

among migrants working under the 
government-run Technical Intern Training 
Program (TITP), which in 2017 employed 

260,000 workers, or 20% of all migrant workers. 
Vietnamese accounted for 44% & Chinese 

made up 23%. Other significant groups come 
from the Philippines & Indonesia, working in 

food processing, construction, machinery, 
fishing, agriculture, & textiles, with nursing 

added in 2017. The sex industry was estimated 
at US$24 billion (2007) - assuming 10% 

operates illegally that is valued at US$2.4 
billion. Source: Japan Times Online 2017. 
“Women & children from E Asia, SE Asia, S 

America, Russia and C America who initially 
undertake the journey to Japan for the purposes 
of employment or sham marriages are reported 
to be subsequently trafficked for the purposes 

of sexual exploitation or forced prostitution. 
Japan acts as a popular destination country for 

people travelling irregularly from China and 
other countries in the region.” OCI 2021

“There are slightly more than 2 dozen 
designated mafia syndicates (legally referred to 

as the Boryokudan or Yakuza). The 3 largest, 
which account for approximately 70% of all 
members in Japan, are the Yamaguchi-gumi 

(accounting for 50%), the Sumiyoshi-kai and the 
Inagawa-kai. The different Yakuza are involved in 

various criminal markets to different extents. 
Some – the Yamaguchi-gumi, for instance – 

formally forbid their members from engaging in 
drug trafficking (although many do still operate 
in the drug markets), whereas other Boryokudan 

are heavily involved in the criminal market for 
drugs. Overall, the various Boryokudan 

throughout Japan are engaged in criminal 
markets such as human smuggling, prostitution, 
arms & drug trafficking, illegal gambling & real 
estate. Boryokudan membership has decreased 

steadily over the past decade, although the 
number of arrests has increased significantly. 

Source: OC Index 2021 
In Japan, ML by Boryokudan is an especially 

serious threat & main threats “fraud & theft” &  
“gambling, blackmailing, illicit drugs, & 

prostitution”. “Boryokudan repeatedly commit 
crimes professionally to gain economic profit, 

and are skilled at ML.” Source: NRA 2020

“As a large importer of wildlife products, Japan 
is vulnerable to becoming a destination country 

for flora and fauna crimes”. This includes 
wildlife trafficking, illegal fishing, illegal logging 

and a reported low level of illegal mining.  
Japan has a long-standing global reputation as 

a major market for exotic pets, expensive 
seafood and high demand for elephant ivory, 
where the domestic market remains open, for 

pre 1990 Ivory, which to many creates 
conditions that still put elephants at risk. 

Recently, smuggling of the small-clawed Otter 
from Southeast Asia to Japan has surfaced, in 

response to an unprecedented boom in 
demand for otters, with so called “otter cafés” 

appearing in major cities.  
“There are multiple risks associated with IUU 
fishing. Domestic fishermen fish illegally in 

Japanese waters & then export their illicit catch, 
but fish caught illegally abroad is also imported 

into Japan. Japan is the world’s largest 
consumer of high-value fish, such as bluefin 

tuna.”  
Source: OC Index 2021 

Corrupt Officials Tax Offenders Drug Traffickers Fraudsters   Thieves 

According to TIs Corruption Perceptions Index 
202§, Japan was ranked 18/180, (1 being the 
best), with an overall score of 73/179. Despite 

Japan ranking as among the least corrupt 
countries in the world, TI’s Global Corruption 

Barometer in Asia 2020, reported a bribery rate 
of 2% & perceptions of corruption highest 

against MPs 42%, PM 39%, Religious Leaders 
28% & Local Gov 26%. “Ties between OC & 
Japanese politicians have been common for 

decades but have been reduced in recent years 
as public opinion on the Yakuza has become 

increasingly intolerant”. Source: OC Index 2021

“Boryokudan often launder money and disguise 
the relationship between fundraising activities 

and their results in order to avoid taxation on or 
confiscation of gained funds or to avoid arrest 
for obtaining the funds”. NRA 2019. Japan is 

responsible for US$9.9 billion in lost taxes with 
almost US$4 billion from global multinationals 

and US$6 billion from individuals, of which 
US$1 billion is lost to third countries. Japan is 

ranked 7th highest globally responsible for 2% 
of global secrecy. Tax abuse is not necessarily 
illegal and in case of multinationals likely tax 
avoidance may be legal. Source: TJN 2020

For the most part, few drugs transit or are 
produced in Japan. “Domestic consumption is 

highest in cannabis & synthetic drugs. Currently, 
the fastest growing and most lucrative drug 

market in Japan is the criminal market for meth. 
The price of meth in Japan is several times 
higher than it is in neighbouring countries, 

largely due to the high demand. Meth is 
smuggled into Japan primarily from C & S 

America, the Middle East and SE Asia, but in the 
last decade the African continent has been the 

source of much of the meth that has been 
seized.” Source: OC Index 2021

Fraud is mentioned in the FATF 2021 MER as 
common predicate offence. 

“The total financial damages from fraud 
offences in 2019 was about 46.9 billion yen 
(US$362 million) (cash damage total about 
42.6 billion yen), with the average financial 

damage due to each case of fraud about 1.46 
million yen (US$11,300). In particular, 

specialised fraud offences generate a large 
amount of criminal proceeds with an average 
about 1.967 million yen (US$15,170) per 

case.” 
 Source: NRA 2020

In the NRA 2020, “the total financial damages 
from theft during 2019 was about 63.3 billion 
yen  (US$490 million) (about 19.1 billion yen 

for the total amount of damage in cash), 
generating a large amount of criminal 

proceeds.” 
.Organised commercial retail theft is 

dominated by Vietnamese groups, in particular 
targeting cosmetics and pharmaceuticals for 

illegal export to Vietnam. Other targets include 
stolen cars by Yakuza groups, dissembled and 
illegally transferred overseas & financial theft 

by Chinese. Source: NRA 2020

🇯🇵  Key Countries, Territories & Regions of Concern / Impacted on - by Japan 

33 Third Countries of Concern from the FATF & EU 
(FATF list March 2022, representing 25 countries - EU list January 2022, also representing 25 

countries. FATF includes Albania and the EU does not. The EU includes Afghanistan, Trinidad and 
Tobago, Vanuatu, and Zimbabwe in addition to the FATF countries (except Albania)

Third Countries of Concern  
(Involving: corruption, drug trafficking, cybercrime, human trafficking, people smuggling, organised crime, green or environmental crimes (illegal wildlife 

& illegal fishing), tax abuse, counterfeiting, gold Smuggling & financial fraud, etc - Sources: Various FCN Japan TA 2022)

FATF: Albania 🇦🇱  Barbados 🇧🇧  Burkina Faso 🇧🇫  Cambodia 🇰🇭  Cayman Is 🇰🇾  Haiti 🇭🇹  Iran 🇮🇷  Jamaica 🇯🇲  Jordan 🇯🇴  Mali 🇲🇱  

Malta 🇲🇹  Morocco 🇲🇦  Myanmar 🇲🇲  Nicaragua 🇳🇮  N Korea 🇰🇵  Pakistan 🇵🇰  Panama 🇵🇦  Philippines 🇵🇭  Senegal 🇸🇳  South Sudan 

🇸🇸  Syria 🇸🇾  Turkey 🇹🇷  Uganda 🇺🇬  UAE 🇦🇪  Yemen 🇾🇪 ; EU: FATF countries (except Albania)  plus Afghanistan 🇦🇫  Trinidad and 

Tobago 🇹🇹  Vanuatu 🇻🇺  Zimbabwe 🇿🇼  

Organised Crime: China 🇨🇳  Vietnam 🇻🇳  Nigeria 🇳🇬  Philippines 🇵🇭  South Korea 🇰🇷 ; Corruption: Cayman Islands 🇰🇾  USA 🇺🇸  Switzerland 🇨🇭  Hong Kong 🇭🇰  Singapore 🇸🇬  Luxembourg 🇱🇺  

Netherlands 🇳🇱  BVI 🇻🇬  UAE 🇦🇪  Guernsey 🇬🇬  UK 🇬🇧  Taiwan 🇹🇼  Germany 🇩🇪  Panama 🇵🇦  Jersey, Thailand 🇹🇭  Malta 🇲🇹  Canada 🇨🇦  Qatar Ireland 🇮🇪  & France 🇫🇷  ; Cybercrime: North Korea 🇰🇵  Iran 

🇮🇷  Russia 🇷🇺  & China 🇨🇳 ; Drug Trafficking: USA 🇺🇸  India 🇮🇳  China 🇨🇳  South Korea 🇰🇷  North Korea 🇰🇵  C & S America, Middle East, SE Asia & African continent, Mexico 🇲🇽  Burma 🇲🇲  Vietnam 🇻🇳 ; 

Green Crimes: Thailand 🇹🇭  China 🇨🇳  Indonesia 🇮🇩  Hong Kong 🇭🇰  Taiwan 🇹🇼 ; Human Trafficking: NE Asia, SE Asia, S Asia, Latam & Africa, China 🇨🇳  South Korea 🇰🇷  Laos 🇱🇦  Philippines 🇵🇭  

Singapore 🇸🇬  Vietnam 🇻🇳  Bangladesh 🇧🇩  Bhutan 🇧🇹  Burma 🇲🇲  Cambodia 🇰🇭  China 🇨🇳  India 🇮🇳  Indonesia, Laos 🇱🇦  Mongolia 🇲🇳  Pakistan 🇵🇰  Philippines 🇵🇭  Thailand 🇹🇭  Turkmenistan 🇹🇲  

Uzbekistan 🇺🇿  Vietnam 🇻🇳 ; People Smuggling: E Asia, SE Asia, S America, Russia 🇷🇺  Central America & China 🇨🇳 ; Counterfeits: China 🇨🇳  India 🇮🇳  Singapore 🇸🇬  and Hong Kong 🇭🇰  Yemen 🇾🇪  

UAE 🇦🇪  and Iran 🇮🇷  Egypt 🇪🇬  Ethiopia 🇪🇹  Europe and USA 🇺🇸  , South-East Asian countries; Gold Smuggling: 🇭🇰  and South Korea 🇰🇷 ; Financial Fraud: Vietnam 🇻🇳  China 🇨🇳  



🇯🇵  Money Laundering & Terror Financing - Key Methods & Vulnerabilities

Cash Based ML: “Cash continues to be the 
most frequent means of payment in Japan with 
more than 80% of transactions settled in cash in 
2014, although this is reducing. Many criminals, 

including Boryokudan (Yakuza) members, 
predominantly use cash. There are still 

insufficient measures to reduce the 
preponderance of large cash payments, or 

incentives to encourage people to move from 
cash to electronic forms of payment and 

storage. It is notable that in the context of high 
risks for cash-based ML and a highly cash 

intensive society, there is no cash threshold 
reporting obligation, and only the directly 

suspicious cross-border cash declarations are 
made available to the authorities.” Source FATF 

MER 2021

Higher ML Risks/Vulnerability: “Most 
significant” - The banking sector is at higher 

risk for ML/TF as its relative size and openness 
makes it attractive to criminals seeking to hide 

the proceeds of crime among the huge 
volumes of legitimate business. 

“Significant” - VCEP sector, funds transfer 
service providers, trust companies, money 

lenders, insurance companies, financial 
instruments business operators, currency 

exchange operators, specified joint real estate 
enterprises, credit card companies, DNFBPs, 

real estate brokers, dealers in precious metals 
and stones, legal/accounting professionals. 

Source: FATF MER 2021

Higher Risks ML Trnx: A number of major trnx 
types have been identified as misused for ML 

( 2017 - 2019), e.g. domestic, exchange 
transactions, cash, deposit, international & use 

of legal persons the most common. 
Higher Risks Customers: 1) Boryokudan, etc, 

2) International Terrorists (Islamic Extremist 
Groups, 3) Non-resident Customers! Foreign 

PEPs  & 5) Legal Persons without Transparency 
of Beneficial Ownership - Source: NRA 2020 

TF: Risks exist in the NPO sector with required 
actions to be considered. Whilst the TF threat is 

low, Japanese NPOs are involved overseas in 
humanitarian missions in hot spots including 

near conflict zones that are effected by 
terrorism and home to terrorist organisations 

Source: FATF MER 2021.

Boryokudan (Yakuza): “The main ML risks 
identified by Japan relate to: the activities of 
Boryokudan (Yakuza) members, associates & 

other related parties incl drug trafficking, theft, 
loan sharking, gambling & prostitution; 
transactions involving foreigners, mainly 
through illegal remittances & transfers; & 

specialised fraud of different types, from money 
extortion through phone calls or internet 

channels to stealing of bank accounts. Cash 
is used as a main ML method. The sale of 

methamphetamine is one of the highest profit-
generating crimes of the Yakuza. LEAs have 

tracked the smuggling & distribution of drugs 
but have not been equally active on tracing the 
corresponding flow of cash, especially across 

borders.” Source: FATF MER 2021

Gold Smuggling: “Large scale gold smuggling 
and associated tax fraud were largely triggered 
when the consumption tax on gold increased 
from 5% to 8% in 2014. Authorities identified 

large scale smuggling of gold bullion into 
Japan (for example in Hong Kong, China), in 

order to sell the gold in Japan inclusive of the 
8% tax, which was then claimed back as profit.” 
Drug Trafficking: “DT appears to be the most 

profitable crime in Japan. LEAs demonstrated a 
good number of Boryokudan-related ML cases 

related to domestic drug trafficking & 
distribution, though a lack of intelligence to 

target ML cases to investigate the flow of 
proceeds of crime from large importations.” 

Sources: FATF MER 2021 

🇯🇵  FATF Related KRIs & KPIs 

FATF 40 Recommendations - MER 
2021- FCN Score 50/100

FATF FI related Recommendations    
(9 -15 (PC PEP R12)

FATF DNFPB related 
Recommendations (22-23) 

FATF BO related Recommendations 
(24 -25) 

FATF FIU/LEA/Reg related Recs  
(1-4 & 26-40 (PC - R28)

FATF 11 Immediate Outcomes MER 
2021- FCN score 42/100

FATF Supervisors related 
Immediate Outcomes (IO 3)

FATF FI & DNFPB related Immediate 
Outcomes (IO 4 Prev Measures)

FATF LEA/FIU Immediate Outcomes        
(IO 2,6,7 & 8) (ME - 7 & 8)

FATF TF/PF related Immediate 
Outcomes (IO 9, 10,11)

🇯🇵  Public & Private Sector KRIs & KPIs 

Law & Order Spend  
(1.24% GDP on Public Order & Safety (2016), 
reflects the relatively low crime rates in Japan, 

nevertheless significantly lower than many 
other G20 Countries) 

Human Trafficking  
(US Dept of State - Trafficking in Persons Report 
Tier 2 - 2020 & 2021 not least due to the risks of 

forced labour in the gov sponsored foreign 
worker programme)  

STR Filing Numbers  
(Source: Japanese National Police - 2020)

2.4% - STR Conversion Rate 
(STR received by FIU & considered useful to 
LEA - Note 1,028 STR initiated new cases & 

1,397 STR use cases in 2020). - Source 
Japanese National Police Report 2020

0.2% - Asset Recoveries 
(Based on the most conservative estimate of  

criminal proceeds of 0.3% of GDP (US$15 bio) 
recovery rates of US$22 mio p.a.  still only 

0.2%). Sources: Japan Govt Agencies) 

Ben Ownership Transparency 
(Source: Tax Justice Network 2020)

Human Trafficking Cases 
(Source: US TIP 2021) 

ML Arrests  
(Source: Japan Nat Police 2020)

Regulatory Fines & Penalties 
(Japan is not included in 20 countries for fines 

& penalties in 2020. Source: Finbold 2020)

National Risk Assessment 
(Published in 2019)

 Not Effective  
(Japan has neither effective legal or beneficial 

ownership registration practices)

50 Convictions (2020) 
(8 for forced labor, 42 for sex trafficking - up 

from 22 convictions in 2019)

511 Arrests for ML offences (2018) 
(309,409 criminal cases but only 511 ML cases, 
19 prosecutions and 19 convictions - 191 theft, 

162 fraud, 26 computer fraud & 28 money 
lending. Also 65 of these 511 ML cases were 
Yakuza related and 61 related to foreigners)

Very Low Fines & Penalties   
(Fines & penalties not registering in 2020 - but 
note Japanese Banks have been fined in the 

US)  

National ML/TF Risk Assessment  
(Published annually since 2014 with a major 

publication in 2018 and Follow Up Reports in 
2019 & 2020)

Foreign Bribery Cases 
(Source: TI 2020 & OECD 2021) 

Money Laundering Cases 
(Source: FATF MER 2021) 

SAR Filing by Reporting Type 
(Source: Japan FIU 2018)

Regulatory Oversight 
(Balanced Scorecard - technical compliance, 
reasonable controls & info to LE & FC Report)

Public Private Partnerships

Little or No Enforcement 
(12 prosecutions in Japan leading to sanctions 

from 1999 - 2019 & just 1 investigation 
between 2016 - 2019 (in 2019) with no 

sanction).

19 Convictions (2020) 
(19 prosecutions lead to 19 convictions in 2018 

from 511 cases investigated

98% by Financial Institutions 
 (Banks filed 87% of all STRs in 2020, MSBs 

0.5%, credit card companies 3.6%, Other FIs 
6.9%, VASPs 1.7%, Others 0.04%.

Unbalanced Scorecard  
(Unbalanced with the main focus on Technical 

Compliance)

PPP - FISP 
(PPP Conference for AML/CFT held in April 
2018, including JFSA, MOF, JAFIC and MOJ 
together with Japanese Bankers Association 

and all FI national associations.

🇯🇵  Key AML/CTF Reform & Action Plans 

The FATF 2021 MER recommends 11 priority actions including:  Ensure that FIs, VASPs and DNFBPs understand their AML/CFT obligations and implement them, strengthen risk based supervision, look 
further into cross border risks and BO Transparency, conduct more ML investigations including high end ML & increase asset recoveries, address NPO risks & take additional TF & Targeted Financial Sanctions 

(TFS) actions. With regard to co-ordination and mitigation policies and measures: 1) Designate a joint-agency body responsible for setting national AML/CFT policies & activities; 2) Articulate the national 
AML/CFT policies, objectives & activities in a strategic framework that sets AML/CFT policy priorities for the country beyond 2020 to effectively mitigate ML/TF risks; 3) Drive a leadership role to the main 

AML/CFT coordinating body, with the relevant powers & resources to drive the AML/CFT work, & clear definition of each authority’s specific role in the AML/CFT system and their objectives and activities to 
effectively combat ML/TF; & 4) Ensure that resources are allocated throughout the AML/CFT system according to the risks identified in the NRA. 


